


Introducing the Atari 
Computer^enthusiaat^ Alaji^Alda^us^ XL HOITO COmpUterS: 
Alda reports: “It's going £l the thne!” made thftlH 

smart enough to know 
you’re only human. 



You’ll do more with 
Atari Home Computers. 



TURN YOUR HOME INTO THE 

Datmoft’ 







WhenjTW go in search of 
The Most AmazingThing, don’t expect to be 

home % dinner time. 
Finding The Most Amazing Thing In the Whole Wide 

Galaxy isn't something you can do quickly. 
In fact you'll get so wrapped up in this computer game 

that you may have trouble coming back down to earth. 
For starters, you get to fly, drive, bargain, eat sleep, 

compose music, drill for oil, and speak 25 different 
^Soundtough? Relax. You'll have the 
Unde Smoke Bailey, he'll give you a B 

sit the Metallican Auction, where you'll tra- 
ns.- You'll shop for gadgets and gizmos to ■ 
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BEST OF’83: 
COMPUTER 

GAMES 
BY PHIL WISWELLAND 

BEBNIEDEKOVEN 

past year, it is computer games. 
Software for home computers (not 
game systems) has come a Ic 

games that take advantage of the 
computer's unique capabilities. 

We selected all the games that 

NOMINEES FOR BEST 
BUILD-IT-YOURSELF GAME: 

PINBALL 
CONSTRUCTION 

SET 
(Electronic Arts; Atari, Apple, 

Commodore; Disk; $40) 

“I love creating my own pinball 
games—more so than playing 
them."—Phil 
"On the other hand, this disk lets 
you make some very good 
games."- Bernie. 

Pinball Construction Set (PCS) is 
just what it sounds like: a box of 
things for building your own 
unique games of computer pin¬ 
ball. On the screen you see an 
empty pinball table on one side 
and all the trappings of pinball 
games (bumpers, flippers, 
kickers, chutes, lights, drop-out 
targets, etc.) on the other. 

The amazingly powerful pro¬ 
gram works very well. Your joystick 

object you want. A press of the 
button allows you to drag the ob¬ 
ject anywhere on the table. Noth¬ 
ing could be simpler to operate. 

PCS comes with four demon¬ 
stration games built in. The best 
way to start playing with PCS is by 
changing one of these four games. 

flipper. Increase the points. Ini¬ 
tially, most people get wrapped up 
in building a game so full of tar¬ 
gets and flippers that there is no 

way to lose. It can take a while to | 
get serious about game design. 

But everything works so logically 
and so well in this program that 
when you do get serious, you can 
explore every imaginable aspect of 
pinball. Don’t be surprised to find 

MAZE CRAZE 
CONSTRUCTION SET 
(Data Trek; Apple; 48K Disk; $39.95) 

"If you want an endless collection 
of challenging maze games, 
this single disk is the best 
investment."—Phil 
"Pack up, Pac-Man/"—Bernie 

What Pinball Construction Set is 
to pinball, Maze Craze Con- 

to work with Maze Craze. In PCS, 
you can dramatically change a 
game just by moving a flipper. In 
Maze Craze, moving a dot, or an 

harder to make something special. 
There are some play-as-they-are 

games included, and you are free 









DON’T SELL ME SHORT 

BY GREG TRAUTMAN 

ters. And to think—I was even 
getting paid! 

But, just as the batboy learns that 
carrying bats is tiring, and the choc- 

second group was instantly con¬ 
vinced that I was a genius who knew 
everything about computers and 

around before asking if she needed 

been problems. I helped many of 
them buy a computer that was right 
for them. For example, one day a 

sat down to talk. At first 

next day to buy the system that I'd 
recommended. 

Now, five years later, I have held 
many computer-related jobs. In all o 

Things are getting better, though. 
For one thing, computers are more a 
part of everyday lives today than 

enthusiasts is many times grea 
than it was when I first worked in a 
computer store. This magazine 

pie of that. But there are still times 

suddenly feeHike thatVyear-old 
kid fighting to prove myself in an 
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Superior Performance, 
Practical Price! 

Select 5 Books 
for Only$ 

Plus FREE For Joining - 
7 very good reasons to join 
The Computer Book Club® 



COMPUTER 

Drawing 
AT 17, KEITH AND CRAIG 

ARE COMPUTER GRAPHICS PROS 
Craig and Keith 
create computer art 
for many major 
companies. Their 
graphics earn them 
$200 to $300per 
project. 

B Y HEIDI 

A 
t first, the only thing that 
seems unusual about Keith 
and Craig Mortensen is 

se the computer in their bedroom. 

I get to work on it first." 
"Okay," Keith replies, disappointed. 

"But I'm timing you. One hour and then it's 
mine.” He drops his tennis racket on the 
bed and lies down to wait his turn. 

W A L D R 0 P 

a showroom display. The Mortensens' 
artistic talent comes in when they turn the 
client’s ideas into a drawing on paper. 
Then they use their computer knowledge 
to transfer the drawing to the computer 

The Mortensens’ artwork has become 
so popular that you’ve probably seen it. 
Many of the best-looking Apple graphics 
displayed in computer stores, at fairs, at 
demonstrations and in ads were created 

California, bedroom. 
Keith and Craig have been drawing 

they began working with their school’s 
computers in eighth grade. But if you had 
told them a few years ago that they would 
be computer company executives, they 
probably would have thought you were 
crazy. Why? Because the first time the 

enough to convince Keith and Craig to get 
a computer at home. The tough part was 
convincing their parents they were serious 
about it. "They thought it was just another 
toy we would put in the closet," says 











"LetS see how it looks 
with a smile, Mona? 
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Graphics 
YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE 

AN ARTIST TO CREATE COMPUTER ART 

Using words from 
the song "America 
the Beautiful" and 
their knowledge of 
programming, Misa 
and Audrey created 
a computer art map 
oftheU.S.A. 
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BACKSTAGE COMPUTERS 

BYUNDSYVAN GELDER 





prancing, preening, yowling and 
otherwise transforming themselves 
into alleycats, and dazzle the 
audience with their prowess. But 

who couldn't catch a mouse to 

twin computers who control every 
action of the 15,000 lights in the 

[ELECTRONICSTAGE~miDS\ 
Cats is the flashiest, but not the 

first, show to use computerized 
lighting. “Plays used to be 
dependent on manpower and 
muscle for lighting changes," says 
award-winning lighting director 
Tharon Musser. “[With computers], 
it's like night and day compared to 
several years ago." Musser has 
used computerized lighting boards 
in a number of musicals, including 
A Chorus Line, Dreamgirls, 

Computers are 

also lighting up 

hit shows like 

A Chorus Line 
and Dreamgirls. 







ENTER 
the fun and challenging 

world of 
computers! 



THE GAME 



MAKERS 
IT TAKES 

TEAMWORK 
TO GET FROM 

IDEA TO 
ARCADE 



THE GAME MAKERS 



THE GAME MAKERS 



THE GAME MAKERS 



THE GAME MAKERS 





A KATIE PARKER COMPUTER MYSTERY ^ 

THE CASE OF THE 

HUNGRY HOUSE 
BY DAVID BENSON POWELL 

—.-e%3-—1 

PART TWO 

The story so tar: Scott Ellis is missing! Katie Parker, her 
friend Don, and Scott's brother Jonathan have searched the old 
Nichols' house where he disappeared. Don told Katie that the 
house had been a hiding place for runaway slaves during the 
Civil War. Maybe, he suggested, itcontaiueda secret room— 
and Scott could be trapped there. Now Katie has a plan to use 
her computer, Sherlock, to draw a three-dimensional picture ol 
the bouse. She's asked neighborhood kids to help them mea¬ 
sure every room in the Nichols' place. "But how will that help 
us find Scott?" asks Jonathan. He-and you-lind out in this 
conclusion of "The Case of the Hungry House." 

B 
Scott Ellis,” Katie announced to the group. "That's true. 
The police think he's run away, or been taken some¬ 
where. Wrong. We think he's here...that he's been 

Talk started to spread through her audience. 
"Each team will be responsible for taking measure- 

"Shades of merrie olde England,” Don replied. 
While Katie headed home, the kids fanned out 

through the house, flashlights on, tape measures and 
pencils busy. Occasionally, the mysterious banging 

: to pictures. But the job had still taken 
longer than she expected. "Computers are funny that 
way,” she thought. Then the doorbell moaned. 

Outside, standing in the twilight, we ~ ' 

ments of certain rooms inside. Don here will give you 
your assignments and instructions. Your goal will be to 
complete your assignments, and get out of the house 
before nightfall. Is that clear?" 

enough time,” Don added. 
After Don's instructions about the measuring, Katie 

told him to collect the teams’ results and bring them 
back to her house when the job was done. 

"You're not staying here?" Don asked Katie. 
and eventually converged on the house's front porch. 

(Continued on page 44) 



Inside the house, 



Screen lines spread across the screen, changing direction.,,The house 
Lfbegan to take form, visible as if the computer had x-ray vision. 



Kc looked up and yelled toward the light above her. “Scott looks 
.OK. But I can’t reach him...I’m going to have to me that rope.” 
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the Enter 

Hal of Fame 
PRESENTING THE WINNERS OF OUR "MEAN 

SCREEN MACHINE” CONTEST 
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THE FURTHER 
ADVENTURES 

OFBOXY 
.BY'JEFF NILSON 

to answer two questions before 
Boxy would go anywhere. You 
probably got sick of answering 

wanted to move Boxy. 
So, this month's "Basic Training" 

column shows you how to get Boxy 
moving in two new ways. With the 

M keys to move Boxy around the 
screen. This is similar to the way 

move Boxy by typing something 
like, "Go north 13 steps.” This is 



line is 220. This line, using the GET 

wait until any key is pressed. Once 

stores a record of that key in Dl$. 
Then the computer goes to line 225. 

In lines 225 through 245, the 
computer "tests" the key that was 

a different file name than you gave 
last month’s Boxy program. 

Changing Boxy to Version Two 

is Din WDS-C3D]--, 
EM${30> 

E0 DIS-Cl} = “NORTH” 
: DIS-CEI = “SOUTH” 
:DISI3> = “EAST" 
: DIS-CM3- = “WEST” 

EDO REN * TAKE INFO IN 
ENGLISH * 

EDS REN * ON WHERE TO * 
EDS REN * NOVE BOXY * 
E07 HONE :NS = □ 
SID HTAB l: VTAB El: 

PRINT “WHAT WOULD 
YOU LIKE TO DO?” 

SIS HTAB l: VTAB EE: 
PRINT “TYPE ‘HELP’ 
FOR NORE 
INFORMATION■” 

SSD HTAB l: VTAB S3: 
INPUT DZS 

EE3REM************ 
EES REM LOOK AT THE * 

FIRST 1 
EE7 REM TWO LETTERS * 
E3D REM************ 
S3S LES = LEFTS 

IDZS-, E> 
EMD REM 
EME REM * DECIDE WHAT 

TO DO * 
EMM REM 
ESO IF LES = “GO” THEN 

GOSUBSODD: 

GOSUB SDD: GOTO ED7 
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playing the game do not type in 
commands the computer can 
figure out. Subroutine 8200 prints 

A20D REM * STEPS ERROR 
MESSAGE * 

A21D HOME 
A21S HTABl: VTAB SI: 

UNDERSTAND HOlil TO" 
HTAB l: VTAB 2E: 
PRINT “GET BOXY TO 

ve this version of the Boxy 





MAGIC SQUARE 
This game, invented over 400 

years ago, was played in the court 
of a Chinese emperor. It's called 
Magic Square Tic-Tac-Toe, and it 
only requires one player. 

The object of the game is to 
arrange a series of numbers, one 
through nine, so that each row, 
each column, and each diagonal 
has a sum of 15. The Chinese 

Once you’ve completed these 

the other six’variations on your 

Based on material in TIC TAC TOE. Text 
© 1982 by Claudia Zaslavsky. All righls 
reserved. A T.Y. Crowell Book, published 
by arrangement with Harper and Row 
Publishers, Inc. 
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Not Just Another 
Summer Camp. 

'-«»= 

(Continued from page 4) 

TOO OLD FOR ENTER? 

computer and am writing for the 

the premiere issue, then I am sure 
you will have quite a following of 
computer buffs of all ages. Keep 
up the good work! 



MAZE BY I rsSSXTJ. I 
! Connecticut studentwho creates shouldn't take you that long to find 

COMPUTER I I SS‘~m'gZSh 



Screen 
CAN YOU MATCH THE 

(Answers on / 





DISHING UP TV BY SATELLITE 











i magazines with a cover date prior to December 1999. 

from these scans, nor do we offer anything 

from the Publishers themselves. 

ss anyone selling releases from 

of su|tiQrf them and do let us know. 

Thank you! 

Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines so that 

they are not lost permanently. 

People interested in helping out in any capacity, 

please visit us at www.retomags.com. 


